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00 (57) Abstract: A speech communication system includes a speech service compartment for holding one or more system users. The
speech service compartment includes a plurality of acoustic zones having varying acoustic environments. At least one input micro -
phone is located within the speech service compartment, for developing microphone input signals from the one or more system

o users. At least one loudspeaker is located within the service compartment. An in-car communication (ICC) system receives and pro
cesses the microphone input signals, forming loudspeaker output signals that are provided to one or more of the at least one output

o loudspeakers. The ICC system includes at least one of a speaker dedicated signal processing module and a listener specific signal
processing module, that controls the processing of the microphone input signal and/or forming of the loudspeaker output signal
based, at least in part, on at least one of an associated acoustic environment(s) and resulting psychoacoustic effect(s).



Noise Dependent Signal Processing for In-Car Communication Systems with
Multiple Acoustic Zones

Cross-reference to Related Applications

[0001] The present application claims priority from United States Provisional Application Serial

Number 61/657,863, entitled "Noise Dependent Signal Processing for In-Car Communication

Systems with Multiple Acoustic Zones," filed June 10, 2012, which is hereby incorporated herein

by reference in its entirety.

Technical Field

[0002] The invention relates to speech signal processing, particularly in an automobile.

Background Art

[0003] In-Car Communication (ICC) systems strive to enhance communication among passengers

within a vehicle by compensating for acoustic loss between two dialog partners. There are several

reasons for such an acoustic loss. For example, typically, the driver cannot turn around to listeners

sitting on the rear seats of the vehicle, and therefore he speaks towards the wind shield. This may

result in 10-15dB attenuation of his speech signal.

[0004] To improve the intelligibility and sound quality in the communication path from front

passengers to rear passengers, the speech signal is recorded by one or several microphones,

processed by the ICC system and played back at the rear loudspeakers. Bidirectional ICC systems

enhancing also the speech signals of rear passengers for front passengers may be realized by using

two unidirectional ICC instances.

[0005] Figure 1 shows an exemplary system for two acoustic zones which are represented by driver

/ front passenger and rear passengers. The signal processing modules used in each of the two zones

of such a system usually include beamforming (BF), noise reduction (NR), signal mixing (e.g. for



driver and front passenger), Automatic Gain Control (AGC), feedback suppression (notch), Noise

Dependent Gain Control (NDGC) and equalization (EQ) as shown in Figure 2 . Beamforming steers

the beam of a microphone array to dedicated speaker locations such as the driver's or co-driver's

seat. Noise reduction is employed to avoid or at least to moderate background noise transmitted

over the ICC system. In addition, sibilant sounds may be reduced by a so-called deesser. Since

speakers generally differ in their speaking habits, especially their speech volume, an AGC may be

used to obtain an invariant audio impression for rear passengers irrespective of the actual speaker.

Feedback suppression is generally needed to ensure stability of the closed-loop comprising

loudspeaker, vehicle interior and microphone. The NDGC is used to optimize the sound quality for

the listener, especially the volume of the playback signal. Additionally, the playback volume may be

controlled by a limiter. Equalizing is required to adapt the system to a specific vehicle and to

optimize the speech quality for the rear passengers.

[0006] These standard approaches are generally sufficient for unidirectional and some bidirectional

systems. In state-of-the-art systems, typically only one noise-dependent module (NDGC) is used in

each ICC instance to adapt the system to different acoustic scenarios. However, optimal

performance of such a system is often not obtained when the number of acoustic zones/scenarios

associated with the ICC instance is increased. Furthermore, particularly challenging is obtaining a

consistent audio impression for each listener irrespective of the driving situation. Depending on the

acoustic environment several psychoacoustic effects occur. Due to the Lombard effect, the speaker

will change his voice characteristics to remain intelligible for the listener. On the other hand the

speech signal played back from the loudspeaker will be masked by background noise at the

listener's location. When speaker and listener are located in two different acoustic zones, the

background noise may differ significantly so that these two effects may diverge. For example, the

driver may increase the level of a fan in front of him, while a listener's fan remains switched off. A

similar situation is given when the driver opens his window. In both cases the driver might speak

louder than necessary so that the combination of direct sound and loudspeaker is inconvenient for

the listener.



Summary of the Embodiments

[0007] In a first embodiment of the invention there is provided a speech communication system that

includes a speech service compartment for holding one or more system users. The speech service

compartment further includes a plurality of acoustic zones having varying acoustic environments.

At least one input microphone is located within the speech service compartment, for developing

microphone input signals from the one or more system users. At least one loudspeaker is located

within the service compartment. An in-car communication (ICC) system receives and processes the

microphone input signals, forming loudspeaker output signals that are provided to one or more of

the at least one loudspeakers. The ICC system includes at least one of a speaker dedicated signal

processing module and a listener specific signal processing module, that controls the processing of

the microphone input signal and/or forming of the loudspeaker output signal based, at least in part,

on at least one of an associated acoustic environment(s) and resulting psychoacoustic effect(s).

[0008] In accordance with related embodiments of the invention, the speech service compartment

may be the passenger compartment of automobile, a boat, or a plane. The speaker dedicated signal

processing module may compensate for the Lombard effect of a system user by, for example,

utilizing, at least in part, a target peak level for the speech level that depends on the background

noise of the system user. The ICC system may include a deesser that processes the microphone

input signal based, at least in part, on the acoustic environment. The deesser may scale the

aggressiveness of de-essing based on an expected noise masking effect. The ICC system may

include a Noise Dependent Gain Control (NDGC) having adjustable gain characteristics that vary

based on background noise levels. The NGDC may include a limiter module that uses noise

specific characteristics in the acoustic environment(s) to process peaks individually in each

loudspeaker output signal. The ICC system may process the microphone input signals and/or forms

the loudspeaker output signals based, at least in part, on a determined masking effect of background

noise in the acoustic environment(s). The speech service compartment may be associated with a

vehicle, wherein when the vehicle is moving at a high speed, the ICC system performs increased

noise reduction compared to when the vehicle is moving at a low speed. The ICC system may

utilize a plurality of parameter sets in performing equalization, so as to balance speech quality and

stability of the system. One or more of the parameter sets may be trained offline depending on the



driving situation. The ICC system may utilize at least one of acoustic sensor-driven sensor

information and non-acoustic vehicle provided signals to determine the parameter sets.

[0009] In accordance with another embodiment of the invention, a computer-implemented method

using one or more computer processes for speech communication is provided. The method includes

developing a plurality of microphone input signals received by a plurality of input microphones

from a plurality of system users within a service compartment, the speech service compartment

including a plurality of acoustic zones having varying acoustic environments. The microphone input

signals are processed using at least one of a speaker dedicated signal processing module and a

listener specific signal processing module, forming loudspeaker output signals that are provided to

one or more of loudspeakers located within the speech service compartment. The processing

includes controlling the processing of the microphone input signal and/or forming of the

loudspeaker output signal based, at least in part, on at least one of an associated acoustic

environment(s) and resulting psychoacoustic effect(s).

[0010] In accordance with related embodiments of the invention, the speech service compartment

may be the passenger compartment of an automobile, a boat, or a plane. The method may include

compensating for the Lombard effect of a system user by the speaker dedicated signal processing

module. Compensating for the Lombard effect of a system user may include utilizing, at least in

part, a target peak level for the speech level that depends on the background noise of the system

user. The method may include de-essing, by the speaker dedicated signal processing module, the

microphone input signal based, at least in part, on the acoustic environment. De-essing may include

scaling the aggressiveness of de-essing based on an expected noise masking effect. The method may

include providing a Noise Dependent Gain Control (NDGC) having adjustable gain characteristics

that vary based on background noise levels. The NGDC may include a limiter module, the method

further including, using, by the limiter module, noise specific characteristics in the associated

acoustic environment(s) to process peaks individually in each loudspeaker output signal. The

method may include processing the microphone input signals and/or forming the loudspeaker output

signals based, at least in part, on a determined masking effect of background noise in the acoustic

environment(s). The speech service compartment may be associated with a vehicle, the method

further including performing increased noise reduction when the vehicle is moving at a high speed,



compared to when the vehicle is moving at a low speed. A plurality of parameter sets may be

utilized in performing equalization on at least one of the microphone input signals and/or

loudspeaker output signals. One or more of the parameter sets may be trained offline depending on

the driving situation least one of acoustic sensor-driven sensor information and non-acoustic

vehicle provided signals in determining the parameter sets.

[0011] In accordance with another embodiment of the invention, a computer program product

encoded in a non-transitory computer-readable medium for speech communication is provided. The

product includes program code for developing a plurality of microphone input signals received by a

plurality of input microphones from a plurality of system users within a service compartment, the

speech service compartment including a plurality of acoustic zones having varying acoustic

environments. The product further includes program code for processing the microphone input

signals using at least one of a speaker dedicated signal processing module and a listener specific

signal processing module, forming loudspeaker output signals that are provided to one or more

loudspeakers located within the service compartment the processing including controlling the

processing of the microphone input signal and/or forming of the loudspeaker output signal based, at

least in part, on at least one of an associated acoustic environment(s) and resulting psychoacoustic

effect(s).

In accordance with related embodiments of the invention, the speech service compartment may be

the passenger compartment of an automobile, a boat or a plane. The product may further include

program code for compensating for the Lombard effect of a system user by the speaker dedicated

signal processing module, for example, by utilizing, at least in part, a target peak level for the

speech level that depends on the background noise of the system user. The product may further

include program code for de-essing, by the speaker dedicated signal processing module, the

microphone input signal based, at least in part, on the acoustic environment. The program code for

de-essing may include scaling the aggressiveness of de-essing based on an expected noise masking

effect. The product may further include program code for a Noise Dependent Gain Control (NDGC)

having adjustable gain characteristics that vary based on background noise levels. The program

code for the NGDC may include program code for a limiter module that uses noise specific

characteristics in the associated acoustic environment(s) to process peaks individually in each



loudspeaker output signal. The program code for processing the microphone input signals, forming

the loudspeaker output signals, may be based, at least in part, on a determined masking effect of

background noise in the acoustic environment(s). The speech service compartment may be

associated with a vehicle, the product further comprising program code for performing increased

noise reduction when the vehicle is moving at a high speed, compared to when the vehicle is

moving at a low speed. The product may include program code utilizing a plurality of parameter

sets in performing equalization on at least one of the microphone input signals and/or loudspeaker

output signals.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012] The foregoing features of embodiments will be more readily understood by reference to the

following detailed description, taken with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0013] Fig. 1 shows an exemplary system for two acoustic zones which are represented by driver /

front passenger and rear passengers (Prior Art);

[0014] Fig. 2 shows an exemplary signal processing modules used in each of the two zones of the

system of Fig. 1 (Prior Art); and

[0015] Figure 3 shows an exemplary vehicle speech communication system which includes an In-

Car Communication (ICC) system, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

Detailed Description of Specific Embodiments

[0016] In illustrative embodiments of the invention, a flexible signal processing system and

methodology takes the different acoustic environments of a multi-zone ICC and the resulting

psychoacoustic effects into consideration. Details are described below.

[0017] Figure 3 shows an exemplary speech communication system 300 which includes an In-Car

Communication (ICC) system, in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The speech

communication system 300 may include hardware and/or software which may run on one or more



computer processor devices. A speech service compartment, such as a passenger compartment 301

in an automobile is capable of holds one or more passengers who are system users 305. The

passenger compartment 301 may also include multiple input microphones 302 that develop

microphone input signals from the system users 305 to the speech communication system 300.

Multiple output loudspeakers 303 develop loudspeaker output signals from the speech

communication system 300 to the system users 305. While the ICC system is explicitly associated

with a car, it is to be understood that the ICC system may be associated with any speech service

compartment and/or vehicle, such as, without limitation, a boat or a plane.

[0018] The passenger compartment 301 may include a plurality of acoustic zones. Illustratively,

four acoustic zones A, B, C and D are shown, however it is to be understood that any number of

acoustic zones may be present. Each acoustic zone may represent a different, or potentially

different, acoustic environment relative to the other acoustic zones.

[0019] The ICC system 309 enhances communication among the system users 305 by compensating

for acoustic loss between system users 305. Microphone input signals from a system user 305 that

are received by the ICC system 309 may be processed to maximize speech from that system user

305 and to minimize other audio sources including, for example, noise, and speech from other

system users 305. Furthermore, based on the enhanced input signals, the ICC system 309 may

produce optimized loudspeaker output signals to one or more output loudspeakers 303 for various

system user(s) 305.

[0020] The ICC system 309 may include various signal processing modules, as described above in

connection with Figure 2 . Exemplary signal processing modules may include, without limitation,

beamforming (BF), noise reduction (NR), signal mixing (e.g. for driver and front passenger),

Automatic Gain Control (AGC), feedback suppression (notch), Noise Dependent Gain Control

(NDGC) and equalization (EQ). Beamforming steers the beam of a microphone array to dedicated

speaker locations such as the driver's or co-driver's seat. Noise reduction is employed to avoid or at

least to moderate background noise transmitted over the ICC system. In addition, sibilant sounds

may be reduced by a so-called deesser. Since speakers generally differ in their speaking habits,

especially their speech volume, an AGC may be used to obtain an invariant audio impression for



rear passengers irrespective of the actual speaker. Feedback suppression is generally needed to

ensure stability of the closed-loop comprising loudspeaker, vehicle interior and microphone. The

NDGC is used to optimize the sound quality for the listener, especially the volume of the playback

signal. Additionally, the playback volume may be controlled by a limiter. Equalizing is required to

adapt the system to a specific vehicle and to optimize the speech quality for the rear passengers.

[0021] The ICC system 309 may be implemented using hardware, software, or a combination

thereof. The ICC system 309 may include a processor, a microprocessor, and/or microcontroller

and various types of data storage memory such as Read Only Memory (ROM), a Random Access

Memory (RAM), or any other type of volatile and/or non-volatile storage space.

[0022] In illustrative embodiments of the invention, the multi-zone ICC system 309 signal

processing considers the different acoustic environments present in the multiple acoustic zones and

their resulting psychoacoustic effects. To achieve this, ICC system 309 signal processing may

include a speaker dedicated signal processing module 311 and/or a listener specific signal

processing module 313, both of which may take into account/be triggered by their respective noise

estimate.

[0023] One psychoacoustic effect that often occurs in a car vehicle is the Lombard effect. The

Lombard effect or Lombard reflex is the tendency of speakers to increase their vocal effort when

speaking in loud noise to enhance the audibility of their voice. This change includes not only

loudness but may also include other acoustic features such as pitch and rate and duration of sound

syllables. The Lombard reflex may occur, for example, when the speaker opens his window, or

turns on the air conditioning/fan in front of him. In order to compensate for the Lombard effect of

the speaker, a target peak level for the speech level in the speaker dedicated signal processing

module 311 may be used which depends on the background noise at the speaker's location, in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0024] In further embodiments of the invention, the characteristic of the deesser in the ICC system

309 may be modified for different acoustic environments. De-essing is a technique intended to

reduce or eliminate excess sibilant consonants such as "s", "z" and "sh." Sibilance typically lies in



frequencies anywhere between 2-10 kHz, depending on the individual. In exemplary embodiments,

the deesser may, for example, scale the aggressiveness of the de-essing algorithm based, as least in

part, on the expected noise masking effect.

[0025] To meet the listener's expectations concerning volume, audio quality and acoustic speaker

localization, the gain characteristics of the NDGC in the ICC system 309 may be altered for several

background noise levels, in accordance with various embodiments of the invention. For example, by

using noise specific characteristics in the limiter module, peaks can be moderated individually in

each loudspeaker signal.

[0026] For noise reduction, typically a compromise between residual noise and audible artifacts in

the processed speech signal is made. Here, the masking effect of background noise may be utilized,

in accordance with various embodiments of the invention. At high velocities which are generally

characterized by a loud acoustic environment, parameterization may be performed in such a way

that noise reduction is performed more aggressively. The resulting artifacts are not likely to be

perceived by the listener until a certain extent. At low velocities, the focus can be on sound quality

and less on suppressing background noise.

[0027] In further embodiments of the invention, different parameter sets may be used for

equalizing, so as to balance speech quality and stability of the system. Several parameter sets may

be trained offline depending on the driving situation. Beyond the purely sensor-driven signal

processing, additional information can be used when vehicle signals, such as Controller Area

Network ( CAN) signals, e.g. velocity of the car or fan level, are provided.

[0028] Embodiments of the invention may be implemented in whole or in part in any conventional

computer programming language such as VHDL, SystemC, Verilog, ASM, etc. Alternative

embodiments of the invention may be implemented as pre-programmed hardware elements, other

related components, or as a combination of hardware and software components.

[0029] Embodiments can be implemented in whole or in part as a computer program product for use

with a computer system. Such implementation may include a series of computer instructions fixed



either on a tangible medium, such as a computer readable medium (e.g., a diskette, CD-ROM,

ROM, or fixed disk) or transmittable to a computer system, via a modem or other interface device,

such as a communications adapter connected to a network over a medium. The medium may be

either a tangible medium (e.g., optical or analog communications lines) or a medium implemented

with wireless techniques (e.g., microwave, infrared or other transmission techniques). The series of

computer instructions embodies all or part of the functionality previously described herein with

respect to the system. Those skilled in the art should appreciate that such computer instructions can

be written in a number of programming languages for use with many computer architectures or

operating systems. Furthermore, such instructions may be stored in any memory device, such as

semiconductor, magnetic, optical or other memory devices, and may be transmitted using any

communications technology, such as optical, infrared, microwave, or other transmission

technologies. It is expected that such a computer program product may be distributed as a

removable medium with accompanying printed or electronic documentation (e.g., shrink wrapped

software), preloaded with a computer system (e.g., on system ROM or fixed disk), or distributed

from a server or electronic bulletin board over the network (e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web).

Of course, some embodiments of the invention may be implemented as a combination of both

software (e.g., a computer program product) and hardware. Still other embodiments of the

invention are implemented as entirely hardware, or entirely software (e.g., a computer program

product).

[0030] Although various exemplary embodiments of the invention have been disclosed, it should be

apparent to those skilled in the art that various changes and modifications can be made which will

achieve some of the advantages of the invention without departing from the true scope of the

invention.



What is claimed is:

1. A speech communication system comprising:

a speech service compartment for holding one or more system users, the speech service

compartment including a plurality of acoustic zones having varying acoustic environments;

at least one input microphone within the speech service compartment, that develops

microphone input signals from the one or more system users;

at least one loudspeaker within the service compartment; and

an in-car communication (ICC) system for receiving and processing the microphone

input signals, forming loudspeaker output signals that are provided to one or more of the at least one

loudspeakers, the ICC system including at least one of a speaker dedicated signal processing

module and a listener specific signal processing module, that controls the processing of the

microphone input signal and/or forming of the loudspeaker output signal based, at least in part, on at

least one of an associated acoustic environment(s) and resulting psychoacoustic effect(s).

2 . The speech communication system according to claim 1, wherein the speech service

compartment is the passenger compartment of one of an automobile, a boat, and a plane.

3 . The speech communication system according to claim 1, wherein the speaker dedicated

signal processing module compensates for the Lombard effect of a system user.

4 . The speech communication system according to claim 3, wherein the speaker dedicated

signal processing module compensates for the Lombard effect of a system user by utilizing, at least

in part, a target peak level for the speech level that depends on the background noise of the system

user.

5 . The speech communication system according to claim 1, wherein the ICC system includes a

deesser that processes the microphone input signal based, at least in part, on the acoustic

environment.

6 . The speech communication system according to claim 5, wherein the deesser scales the



aggressiveness of de-essing based on an expected noise masking effect.

7 . The speech communication system according to claim 1, wherein the ICC system includes a

Noise Dependent Gain Control (NDGC) having adjustable gain characteristics that vary based on

background noise levels.

8. The speech communication system according to claim 7, wherein the NGDC includes a

limiter module that uses noise specific characteristics in the acoustic environment(s) to process

peaks individually in each loudspeaker output signal.

9 . The speech communication system according to claim 1, wherein the ICC system processes

the microphone input signals and/or forms the loudspeaker output signals based, at least in part, on a

determined masking effect of background noise in the acoustic environment(s).

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the speech service compartment is associated with

a vehicle, wherein when the vehicle is moving at a high speed, the ICC system performs increased

noise reduction compared to when the vehicle is moving at a low speed.

11. The speech communication system according to claim 1, wherein the ICC system utilizes a

plurality of parameter sets in performing equalization, so as to balance speech quality and stability

of the system.

12. The speech communication system according to claim 11, wherein one or more of the

parameter sets are trained offline depending on the driving situation.

13. The speech communication system according to claim 12, wherein the ICC system utilizes at

least one of acoustic sensor-driven sensor information and non-acoustic vehicle provided signals to

determine the parameter sets.

14. A computer-implemented method using one or more computer processes for speech

communication, the method comprising:



developing a plurality of microphone input signals received by a plurality of input

microphones from a plurality of system users within a service compartment, the speech service

compartment including a plurality of acoustic zones having varying acoustic environments;

processing the microphone input signals using at least one of a speaker dedicated signal

processing module and a listener specific signal processing module, forming loudspeaker output

signals that are provided to one or more loudspeakers within the service compartment, the

processing including controlling the processing of the microphone input signal and/or forming of

the loudspeaker output signal based, at least in part, on at least one of an associated acoustic

environment(s) and resulting psychoacoustic effect(s).

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein the speech service compartment is the passenger

compartment of one of an automobile, a boat, and a plane.

16. The method according to claim 14, further comprising compensating for the Lombard effect

of a system user by the speaker dedicated signal processing module.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein compensating for the Lombard effect of a

system user includes utilizing, at least in part, a target peak level for the speech level that depends

on the background noise of the system user.

18. The method according to claim 14, further comprising de-essing, by the speaker dedicated

signal processing module, the microphone input signal based, at least in part, on the acoustic

environment.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein de-essing includes scaling the aggressiveness of

de-essing based on an expected noise masking effect.

20. The method according to claim 14, further comprising providing a Noise Dependent Gain

Control (NDGC) having adjustable gain characteristics that vary based on background noise levels.

2 1. The method according to claim 20, wherein the NGDC includes a limiter module, the



method further including, using, by the limiter module, noise specific characteristics in the

associated acoustic environment(s) to process peaks individually in each loudspeaker output signal.

22. The method according to claim 14, further including processing the microphone input

signals and/or forming the loudspeaker output signals based, at least in part, on a determined

masking effect of background noise in the acoustic environment(s).

23. The method according to claim 22, wherein the speech service compartment is associated

with a vehicle, the method further comprising performing increased noise reduction when the

vehicle is moving at a high speed, compared to when the vehicle is moving at a low speed.

24. The method according to claim 14, further comprising utilizing a plurality of parameter sets

in performing equalization on at least one of the microphone input signals and/or loudspeaker

output signals.

25. The method according to claim 24, wherein one or more of the parameter sets are trained

offline depending on the driving situation.

26. The method according to claim 25, further comprising utilizing at least one of acoustic

sensor-driven sensor information and non-acoustic vehicle provided signals in determining the

parameter sets.

27. A computer program product encoded in a non-transitory computer-readable medium for

speech communication, the product comprising:

program code for developing a plurality of microphone input signals received by a

plurality of input microphones from a plurality of system users within a service compartment, the

speech service compartment including a plurality of acoustic zones having varying acoustic

environments;

program code for processing the microphone input signals using at least one of a speaker

dedicated signal processing module and a listener specific signal processing module, forming

loudspeaker output signals that are provided to one or more loudspeakers within the service



compartment, the processing including controlling the processing of the microphone input signal

and/or forming of the loudspeaker output signal based, at least in part, on at least one of an

associated acoustic environment(s) and resulting psychoacoustic effect(s).
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